ALSAPAN FLOORING SAS, ZI, 1 RUE DE L’EUROPE, 67521 MARLENHEIM CEDEX

Thickness
7 mm
8 mm
12 mm

Thermal dissipation
0,07 m²K/W
0,07 m²K/W
0,08 m²K/W

Underlays
Alsaplus
Alsamousse
Densifoam
Densifoam +
Alsamoussalu
Alsacoustic
Floorisol
Alsalin
Conforlay
Alsavinyle

Thermal dissipation
0,05 m²K/W
0,06 m²K/W
0,06 m²K/W
0,06 m²K/W
0,06 m²K/W
0,14 m²K/W
0,07 m²K/W
0,04 m²K/W
0,03 m²K/W
0,04 m²K/W
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Appendix 1: Legend of pictograms
Pictogrammes

Meanings

Details
To prevent premature wear, felt or synthetic pads should be placed under the legs of furniture and chairs.
For occasional loads of 100 kg/cm², a weight-distribution system should be used.
If using a roller chair, make sure it is fitted with soft-tread casters, type W. (EN 12529 : 1998,5.4.4.2.), which usually
have a 2 colour design.

Usage

Clean the flooring with the grain, using a broom. A vacuum cleaner can also be used (brush, without rollers).

Care

Anti-dust-mite

Water Protect product

Products suitable for a humid
environment

Application of a thin layer of paraffin on the edges will prevent water ingress between the planks.

Product compatible with humid rooms, when used with a CLICSEAL waterproofing product on the plank tongues and
COLORSEALANT sealant around the room perimeter (between the wall and the laminate flooring) to prevent water
ingress under the flooring.
Do not allow water to pool on the product.

The company is a member of the
Association of European Producers of
Laminate Flooring

Only companies with a commitment to high standards of quality with corresponding production processes are
accepted as members of the Association.

Product compatible with underfloor
heating

The flooring can be laid on surfaces with underfloor heating (including certified radiant electric floor heating). This is
possible only if the thermal resistance of the entire system (underlay + laminate flooring ) < 0,15 m² K/W.

The company is PEFC-certified (Program
for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification schemes)

PEFC is a Forest certification system which contributes to the sustainable management of forests. The PEFC logo
shows consumers that they are buying a product for which the wood comes from sustainably managed forests. It is
tangible proof of the environmental awareness and responsibility of the company.
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